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A B S T R A C T

Aim of the study: Tumour angiogenesis and invasion are key features of glioblastoma multiforme (GBM). Angiogenesis inhibitors increase progression-free survival (PFS) of recurrent GBM patients. VEGF inhibition controls the bulk tumour growth by inhibition of angiogenesis, but does not inhibit the invasive tumour component. We investigated if invasive tumour growth can be controlled by combining anti-VEGF treatment with irradiation of tumour plus surrounding brain in an orthotopic murine model for GBM.

Methods and materials: GBM cell line U251-NG2 was inoculated through a guide screw in the right frontal lobe of 53 athymic nude mice. Pegaptanib (a slow-releasing aptamer against VEGF) was injected in the tumour bed either or not followed by irradiation treatment with implanted I-125 seeds. Pegaptanib and/or irradiation were compared with sham-treated controls, resulting in four groups of 10–15 mice each. After 6 weeks of treatment, histological analysis was performed on all brains.

Results: VEGF inhibition by locally deposited pegaptanib decreased tumour blood vessel density, and increased tumour hypoxia. Pegaptanib treatment still allowed the formation of tumour satellites. Irradiation decreased tumour size and suppressed formation of satellites. Combined pegaptanib plus irradiation further increased PFS. Tumour size directly correlated with PFS.

Concluding statement: The anti-tumour effects of local VEGF inhibition are partially circumvented by the formation of invasive tumour satellites. Additional irradiation is effective in slowing down proliferation of these invasive tumour components.

© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) accounts for about one third of all the intracranial tumours and is one of the most aggres-

sive brain tumours. The tumour bulk consists of a necrotic core surrounded by a highly angiogenic rim, providing a rationale for anti-angiogenesis as anti-GBM treatment. Another hallmark of this malignant tumour is the extensive migration...
of cancer cells that can intrude even into the contralateral hemisphere. Conventional treatment of GBM consists of surgical resection of the tumour bulk followed by radiotherapy and chemotherapy. Despite modern treatments, these high-grade glial tumours virtually always recur. In contrast to three decades of minimal clinical improvements, the recent clinical trials that combine angiogenesis inhibition with chemotherapy show a hopeful increase of progression-free survival (PFS). Anti-angiogenic therapies mainly aim at neutralising vascular endothelial growth factor-A (VEGF-A), e.g. by bevacizumab. VEGF-A is a potent inducer of vascular hyperpermeability and, in the context of brain tumours, of cerebral oedema. Therefore the beneficial effects of angiogenesis inhibition on PFS are likely, at least in part, attributable to a reduction of oedema.

Although anti-VEGF treatment shows promising results for a number of extracranial tumour types, the special environment of the brain appears to allow escape (to some extent) from such therapies. The brain is a densely vascularised organ that allows angiogenesis-independent tumour progression by cooption of brain vessels. In vivo brain tumour models and histological evaluation of patient autopsy material indeed showed that, despite effective reduction of angiogenic growth patterns, invasion continues under angiogenesis inhibition.

Cancer cells behind the intact blood brain barrier (BBB) of incorporated pre-existing brain vessels are less susceptible to chemotherapy. Since brain irradiation causes a disruption of the BBB, it may enhance the efficacy of chemotherapy. BBB disruption may last up to 1 month after irradiation, thereby creating a window for additional therapy.

Besides disruption of the BBB, radiation treatment triggers cell death by apoptosis but also upregulates VEGF-A expression. VEGF-A may in turn induce AKT activation in endothelial cells, conferring resistance of these cells to radiation-induced apoptosis. Anti-VEGF therapy may therefore enhance efficacy of radiation therapy. Furthermore, although the highly invasive tumour areas in gli tumours can escape anti-angiogenic therapy and high dose radiation treatment, tumour cells in these areas are predicted to be susceptible to low dose radiation-induced damage, providing a further rationale for combining anti-angiogenic therapy with low dose irradiation.

In this study we tested the effects of combined treatment with angiogenesis inhibitors and radiation on the angiogenic tumour component and on the invasive component. Whole brain irradiation with generous boosting fields would, theoretically, be best to attack all invasive tumour components. To mimic this clinical setting in vivo, we based our in vivo experiments on an intracranial irradiation model without lethal side-effects.

To avoid systemic side-effects of angiogenesis inhibitors, which can be severe, we chose to treat GBM locally. Local treatment of GBM with chemotherapy is already in clinical practice, e.g. with implantation of chemotherapy wafers during surgery shortly after resection, or adjuvant through an Ommaya reservoir. Here we mimicked this situation and injected a slow-releasing angiogenesis inhibitor into the tumour area.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Cell line

The human glioblastoma cell line U251-NG2 is a transfected U251 line that overexpresses glial precursor proteoglycan NG2. NG2 expression increases proliferation, migration and chemoresistance in vitro and overexpression promotes tumour angiogenesis and growth rates in vivo. In the mouse brain, this cell line gives rise to invasive, highly vascular tumours, making it an excellent cell line to concurrently study angiogenesis and brain invasion. Furthermore, this GBM cell line is highly radioresistant, thereby reflecting clinical GBM growth and treatment response. The cells were cultured and xenotransplanted into the nude mouse brains as described previously.

2.2. Orthotopic murine model

Athymic Nude-nu female mice (Harlan, Horst, The Netherlands), 4–6 weeks of age, were kept under specific pathogen-free conditions according to stringent experimental animal facility regulations. Gliomas were xenografted orthotopically as previously described. In short, at day –28 (day 0 is start of therapies) we implanted a hollow guide-screw right frontolateral in the skull of 53 mice. At day –7 we slowly injected a suspension of 3 μl PBS with 5 × 10⁴ tumour cells at 2 mm below the screw. All mouse experiments were approved, monitored and reviewed by the university committee on animal experiments.

2.3. Treatment regimens

Anti-angiogenesis treatment started shortly prior to radiotherapy. Pegaptanib is a 28-base RNA aptamer against VEGF₆₅, approved for treatment of age-related macular degeneration. The aptamer is covalently linked to two branched 20-kD polyethylene glycol moieties. To prolong activity at the site of action, the sugar backbone of pegaptanib was modified to prevent degradation by endogenous exonucleases and endonucleases, and the polyethylene glycol moieties were added to increase the half-life of the drug. After local intravitreal injection of these microbears, the active substance is released for a period of at least 3 weeks and is applied every 6 weeks in ophthalmology. Pegaptanib (~10 μg in 3 μl) was slowly injected through the hollow screw into the tumour bed. Half of the mice received sham injections with PBS.

Subsequently in the same surgical session, a 1 mCi iodine-125 (¹²⁵I) seed was inserted through the hollow screw as described before. Compared to external beam irradiation, the brachytherapy technique allows high-dose local irradiation of the experimental tumour with lower dose on adjacent normal mouse brain, and reduces inadvertent irradiation of the pharynx. This enables to study the effects of extended irradiation on tumour and brain. The ¹²⁵I seeds (IBT, Seneffe, Belgium) delivered a minimal dose of 8 Gy in 6 weeks at 5 mm below the seed. More closely to the seed at 2.5 mm the dose was 21.5 Gy; at 10 mm distance the ‘pharynx dose’ was 0 Gy.
2.4 Gy. Randomly, half of the mice from the pegaptanib and control groups received \(^{125}\)I seeds; in the remaining mice, inactive ‘sham’ seeds were inserted, resulting in 4 treatment groups. Treatment S (n = 11) consisted of sham treatments; treatment P (n = 12) combined sham seeds with pegaptanib therapy; treatment I (n = 15) comprised \(^{125}\)I radiotherapy plus control injections; and treatment C (n = 15) consisted of irradiation combined with pegaptanib injection. We hypothesised to find an additive treatment effect on progression of 20–30%. With a power of 80% and a predicted standard deviation of 3 days, group size should be 7–14 mice. We expected the difference between irradiation and combined treatments to be around 20%, therefore more mice were randomised into these groups.

The animals were sacrificed when signs of progression occurred or after 6 weeks of treatment in case of no obvious progression. Progression was defined as weight loss exceeding 20%, or physical and neurological signs indicating tumour growth-like posture changes, diminished activity, diminished skin turgor, rotational behaviour and a domehead – a phenomenon of skull expansion by extreme tumour growth. Weight was determined every 3 days or daily when over 10% weight was lost.Brains were harvested and formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded, or fresh-frozen. In addition, to analyse pegaptanib concentrations of three randomly chosen sham-treated mice and five pegaptanib-treated or combined-treated mice brains were cut through the injection site. One half was formalin-fixed, whereas the other half was fresh-frozen to enable analysis of pegaptanib concentrations.

2.4. Immunohistochemical and immunohistochemical analysis

All histological analyses were performed on blindly coded material. Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue blocks were entirely sectioned axially (section thickness 8 \(\mu\)m) for histological and immunohistochemical analysis. Each twentieth section was stained with Nissl (Cresylechtviolet; Sigma–Aldrich, Zwijndrecht, The Netherlands). The section with the maximal cross-sectional size of the tumour was used to calculate the percentage tumour area as \(\frac{\text{tumour area}}{\text{total brain area}}\times 100\).

Additional analysis was performed on axial sections immediately following the one with the largest tumour area. Nissl-stained sections were used to count mitotic figures present in 3 randomised high power fields (hpf s) and established the Nissl mitosis index. Necrosis in the tumour area was scored in Nissl-stained sections semi-quantitatively using the grading ‘none (0), <20% (1), 20–70% (2) and >70% (3)’. Satellite tumours were defined as clusters of tumour cells sized over 200 \(\mu\)m at distance >200 \(\mu\)m from the original tumour, and were counted in the sections with the largest tumour area. Proliferation was scored on Ki-67-stained sections (Clone SP6, Lab Vision Corporation, Fremont, CA, USA), using the grading ‘none (0), <20% (1), 20–70% (2) and >70% (3)’. Tumour hypoxia was assessed in Glut1-stained sections (DakoTM, Glostrup, Denmark) and was scored as, not present (0) or present (1). In addition, intratumoural blood vessel-like structures were considered present (1) or not present (0) when stained with CD34 (anti-mouse CD34; CedarlaneTM, Burlington, Canada). IgG-stained sections (Vector LaboratoriesTM, Burlingame, CA, USA) were scored to assess leakiness of vessels; no leakage (0), somewhat leaky (1) or severely leaky (2).

Eight fresh-frozen brains were analysed for residual pegaptanib concentrations. Concentration of anti-VEGF aptamer in tissues was determined by dual hybridisation as described previously (United States Patent Application 20070178476).

2.5. Data analysis

Differences were analysed using the unpaired t-test for equality of means when the data were distributed normally, using Prism 4.03© software (GraphpadTM, La Jolla, CA, USA), or the Wilcoxon log rank test when the data were not distributed normally, using SPSS© software (SPSS®, Chicago, IL, USA). For analysis of repetitive weight measurements data we performed ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test. The differences were considered significant when \(p < 0.05\).

3. Results

3.1. Progression-free survival

PFS of the tumour-bearing mice was defined as ‘no neurological or physical signs of illness, and not more than 20% decrease in weight below baseline level’. Compared to all other groups, sham-treated mice showed the least decline in weight (Fig. 1). The mean weight of irradiated mice declined more than that of pegaptanib-treated mice, and combined-treated mice maintained weight better than irradiated mice. Six untreated mice (55%) progressed within 6 weeks; almost 35% of mice receiving irradiation (5/15) also showed signs of progression (Fig. 1). Mice treated with pegaptanib or the combination of pegaptanib and irradiation showed lower progression rates (17% and 7%, respectively) (Fig. 1).

All progression-free mice were sacrificed after 6 weeks of treatment while treatment was still ongoing. This time point...
was chosen because it is approximately three times the half-life of pegaptanib. No systemic diseases were observed at autopsy. Analysis of the mouse brains showed tumours in approximately 91% of untreated mice (10/11), 92% of pegaptanib-treated mice (11/12) and 40% of the irradiated mice (6/15). In 33% of the combined-treated mice (5/15) tumours or remnants of tumours were present. All but one progressed mice indeed had tumours or tumour remnants; in progression-free mice in the irradiation group, tumour presence was approximately 20% (Fig. 2a).

Examination of the fresh-frozen brains revealed that 0.3 µg pegaptanib was present on average per gram mouse brain after single injection 6 weeks earlier. In examined sham-treated brains, no pegaptanib was detected.

3.2. VEGF inhibition versus sham treatment

Pegaptanib-treated tumours presented with similar sizes and numbers of mitotic figures as sham-treated mice (Fig. 2b). The extent of necrosis and the proliferation index were comparable in both groups, also in subgroup analyses. VEGF inhibition led to decrease of Glut1 and CD34-positive blood vessels ($p < 0.04$) and an increase of hypoxia (Glut1 positive tumour cells) in these tumours ($p < 0.02$).

A more extended analysis on subgroups of progression-free or progressed mice revealed that progressed pegaptanib-treated mice had diminished leakage of IgG compared to progressed controls ($p < 0.04$). Compared to tumours of sham-treated mice, the tumours of progression-free pegaptanib-treated mice showed a higher number of mitotic figures ($p < 0.02$) (Fig. 2c) and an increased formation of satellites around the primary tumour site ($p < 0.04$) (Fig. 2d).

3.3. Irradiated mice and combined-treated mice

In 60% of irradiated mice, no tumours or tumour remnants could be detected. In case tumours were detected, tumour size was strongly reduced (Fig. 2a and b). There were no satellites surrounding the primary tumour sites after irradiation (Fig. 2d). Mitotic cell numbers and proliferation index were low compared to all non-irradiated mice, and necrosis was lower than in pegaptanib-treated mice. No tumour hypoxia was found, and no tumour vessels expressing CD34 or Glut1 were detected (Fig. 3b). For irradiated mice with tumour...

---

**Fig. 2** – Histological data for the 4 treatment groups receiving sham (S, white), pegaptanib (P, red), irradiation (I, green) and combination (C, blue) treatments. (a) Histological tumour-take in all groups (total group size above bars). Left-hand side 4 bars are of progressed mice: sham (S, white, $n = 6$), pegaptanib (P, red, $n = 2$), irradiation (I, green, $n = 5$) and combination (C, blue, $n = 1$) treatments. Right-hand side 4 bars are of progression-free mice. Sham (S, white, $n = 5$), pegaptanib (P, red, $n = 10$), irradiation (I, green, $n = 11$) and combination (C, blue, $n = 14$) treatments. (b) Size of tumours in percentage of total brain area on the section with largest diameter, of progressed and progression-free mice with tumour remnants present ($p < 0.05$, $**p < 0.02$). (c) Mitotic figure numbers in progressed and progression-free mice ($**p < 0.02$) (d) Formation of satellites in progressed and progression-free mice ($p < 0.05$).
remnants, there was a trend towards a lower IgG leakage compared to control animals.

Almost all combination-treated animals were sacrificed without signs of progression (Fig. 2a). There were only very small tumour remnants present in the combination-treated mice; therefore only few proliferating cells and some necrosis were detectable, but no hypoxia, Glut1 or CD34-positive blood vessels (Fig. 2c). Leakiness of the blood vessels as measured by IgG efflux did not differ between the combined treatment group and irradiated animals. Tumour size of the only progressed mouse was equal to that of mice that progressed under irradiation treatment, and comparable numbers of satellites were present (Fig. 2b and d).

4. Discussion

The purpose of this investigation was to study whether irradiation synergises with anti-VEGF treatment in an orthotopic mouse model of GBM. We were particularly interested in the combined effect of anti-angiogenesis and irradiation on tumour invasion into the brain. To enable histological analysis of the brain tissue, we sacrificed all remaining progression-free mice after 6 weeks of treatment, when both treatment modalities are still active. A later time point would inevitably lead to diluted histological findings. Interestingly, locally deposited pegaptanib inhibited local tumour growth, but did not inhibit tumour invasion in the brain, in agreement with angiogenesis-independent tumour infiltration. We found that irradiation produced significant additional anti-tumour effects, also against tumour satellites.

Clinical trials with VEGF inhibition in recurrent GBM patients showed reduced MR contrast enhancement of tumour and a considerable increase in PFS.4,27 Regardless of the preliminary ending after 6 weeks of treatment for histological analysis, we also presume improvement of PFS in our mice treated by the anti-VEGF aptamer pegaptanib alone. However, we found a more invasive growth pattern, scored as an increased satellite formation. This corroborates recent clinical data showing that VEGF-antibody bevacizumab suppresses recurrence of the hypervascularised enhancing tumour parts more effectively than of the non-enhancing, infiltrative tumour extension.28

One of the key mechanisms of VEGF inhibition is vessel normalisation, thus creating a window of improved perfusion, followed by pruning of newly formed vessels in non-CNS tumours.29 We evaluated the effects of VEGF inhibition at a time point after the described window of vascular normalisation,30 and observed less tumour vessels and an increased amount of tumour hypoxia in pegaptanib-treated mice, indicating that indeed tumour vessels were pruned by VEGF inhibition. In mice with tumour progression, we found VEGF inhibition does lead to diminished vascular leakage as...
measured by efflux of IgG. This observation agrees with the previous findings with other VEGF inhibitors.\textsuperscript{31} In the sub-group of progression-free pegaptanib-treated mice, the mitotic activity was higher, as was the level of hypoxia in the tumour. The higher level of hypoxia in the bulk tumour suggests that pegaptanib is still effective after 3 half-times, indicating also a possible clinical feasibility. An increased mitotic activity was observed in the invasive tumour compartments: we found an increased formation of satellites surrounding the primary tumour site in animals that were analysed after 6 weeks, but not in animals that progressed earlier. This could indicate that local outgrowth of the primary tumour is stalled by pegaptanib, creating time for formation of satellites. Sequence of treatments is an important factor for outcome of combined anti-angiogenesis and irradiation treatment. In a non-small-cell lung carcinoma mouse model concurrent ZD6474 anti-angiogenic treatment produced some enhancement of fractionated radiotherapy, whereas sequential administration led to a highly significant interaction between these modalities.\textsuperscript{32} Therefore, further investigations on sequence of treatments are warranted.

We observed that combined irradiation of the tumour plus surrounding normal brain not only reduces tumour bulk growth and increases PFS, but also suppresses invasive growth. Combined treatment was well tolerated by the animals, the weight loss that occurred in irradiated animals was not observed in combined-treated animals. Nevertheless, in this experiment, tumour control by radiotherapy was too strong to enable the analysis of vasculature and intratumoural parameters; further research is necessary (for instance with a delayed start of treatments) to enable such analysis.

In contrast to the observed repression of invasive components by irradiation, some studies show that low-dose irradiation can lead to more invasion and satellite formation.\textsuperscript{33,34} This more invasive phenotype may be attributed to the fact that low-dose irradiation leads to selection of a more glioma cancer stem cell-like phenotype.\textsuperscript{35} To prevent this, it is crucial to apply a clinically relevant radiation dose in murine models, as we used in this study.

In the past 20–30 years, more precise CT and MR imaging of gliomas has enabled the reduction of irradiation volumes from whole brain irradiation to even smaller and more precisely targeted volumes. Nowadays GBMs that are treated by radiotherapy typically have a radiation field with a 2-cm margin around the enhancing tumour.\textsuperscript{36} Although treatment with irradiation in combination with chemotherapy and/or VEGF inhibitors may allow good local tumour control, this may not apply to the development of distant satellites.\textsuperscript{28} We indeed found that long-term GBM survivors with a recurrent GBM have tumours that are genotypically identical to the primary GBM.\textsuperscript{37} This new situation forms the next frontier in the goal to control the invasive tumour compartment, now that oedema and other features of the primary tumour can be better controlled. Nowadays angiogenesis inhibition is often used to treat recurrent GBM; we were interested in additive treatments for invasive components. For primary GBM, irradiation combined with temozolomide is the standard treatment.\textsuperscript{3} Adding anti-angiogenic treatment to the primary GBM regimen could also be fruitful although toxicities (e.g. intratumoural haemorrhage, wound dehiscence and bowel perforation) and patterns of relapse (e.g. satellite formation) need to be monitored closely.\textsuperscript{38,39} Promising combinatory strategies for GBM can prevent invasive growth, as it was shown that combined bevacizumab plus anti-IL6 therapy was significantly more efficient than monotherapy at inhibiting the growth and invasion of aggressive experimental glioma in vivo.\textsuperscript{40}

Our preclinical study shows that when VEGF inhibition is combined with irradiation of the tumour plus surrounding brain, tumour growth is delayed and invasion is suppressed. Whole brain irradiation with generous boosting fields would theoretically be best to attack all invasive tumour components. To minimise late radiation toxicity, better imaging techniques (like MRsi) are required to visualise the invasive tumour components and enable more precise treatment with irradiation.\textsuperscript{41,42} Especially in more distant areas, an increase in the permeability of the BBB that allows for additive treatments could be of great benefit.
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Figure S1. Pooled relative weight of untreated mice (S, black line), irradiated mice (I, green line), pegaptanib-treated mice (P, red line) and combination-treated mice (C, blue line). Postsurgery weight (day 0) is standardised to 100%. The differences are significant between the sham and the 3 other groups ($p < 0.01$). Error bars display SEM.

Figure S2. Effect of anti-angiogenic treatment and irradiation on mice carrying intracerebral U251-NG2 tumours. Immunohistochemical stainings. (a) Ki-67 staining of irradiated tumour (i) with remnant proliferative cells in the irradiated area (arrowhead). (b) Glut-1 staining of irradiated tumour (i) of small size and no hypoxic areas present. (c) Ki-67 staining of pegaptanib-treated tumour (s) showing fields of invading proliferating cells (arrowhead). (d) Glut-1 staining of pegaptanib-treated tumour (p) reveals larger hypoxic areas inside the tumour bulk (arrowhead).